
nultaneously on the northern and southern open field
lijhes.

Several unusually large amplitude ( 100 milligam-
mas), structured Pc 1 events were registered at Vostok
during 1969 and 1970. Because this activity must be
ducted from the closed field lines, it is usually atten-
uated to a few milligammas at the Pole. The large
amplitude made it possible to determine clear, relia-
ble, three-dimensional wave polarizations of the arriv-
ing signal. The results are being studied to determine
the polarization characteristics, as observed on the
ground, for waves propagating in the ionosphere's
horizontal wave duct to the Pole. Several years of Vos-
tok and Qanaq frequency-time displays have been
scanned for the type of activity occurring in the first
hour following magnetic storm sudden commence-
ments. Comparison of this polar activity with simulta-
neous activity at the auroral oval in Alaska and Fin-
land permits the separation of micropulsation signals
originating within the polar cap from the signals
propagating horizontally to the Pole sites from auroral
ova! locations.

Troitskaya and Bo!shakova (in press) are studying
P 3 (regular pulsations 10 to 45 seconds long) at the
Geomagnetic Pole stations. The incidence and ampli-

tude of these pulsations are readily scaled from the
strip chart records of the U.S induction magnetometer
at Vostok. Preliminary results show that the activity
occurs during the day, a little before geomagnetic
noon, corresponding to the usual auroral-zone and
middle-latitude distribution. The curves for the diur-
nal variation in amplitude and diurnal variation in
frequency of occurrence of the Pc 1 activity are very
similar in form. There is also a marked seasonal varia-
tion in amplitude and frequency of occurrence. The
study showed that more than 50 percent of all regis-
tered Pc 3 occurred during the Vostok local summer
as opposed to less than 10 percent during the local
winter. Similarly, the mean summer amplitude of the
activity was found to be more than four times the
winter value. Similar results are indicated for Qanaq.
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Earth tides and earth's free vibrations:
observations at the South Pole
L. B. SLIcHTER, C. L. HAGER, E. SYRSTAD,

B. V. JACKSON, and W. E. ZÜRN

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California, Los Angeles

During the past year (July 1970 to July 1971),
gravity tide observations at the South Pole were con-
tinued with meters 4 and 6 by Mr. Erik Syrstad and
(after December 1970) by Dr. Bernard Jackson. Digi-
tal readings on magnetic tape at 1-minute intervals
were obtained throughout most of this time. Tapes
brought back and being studied by Syrstad indicate
that observations of high quality are being obtained.
In the figure, a short portion of a 48-day sequence of
data is plotted to illustrate these observations. Each of
the points, plotted at 2-hour intervals, represents a
least-squares straight-line fit to the 120 1-minute read-
ings in this interval. The span of the error flags rep-
resents twice the standard deviation of the 120 read-
ings from this straight line. The minor 24-hour rip-
ple of 1.5 microgals amplitude, noted by B. Jackson
last year, again is clearly apparent.

Of the 576 points in this 48-day sample, 61 percent
have standard deviations less than 0.1 gal, or less
than about 2 in 1000 of the double tidal amplitude
being measured—a satisfactorily low noise-to-signal
ratio.

In a gravity earth-tide measurement, or in a tidal
tilt observation, by far the largest component is the
corresponding reading that theoretically would have
occurred on a perfectly rigid earth. This theoretical
rigid-earth tide forms the basis for defining the
sought-for residual tidal signal caused by the yielding
of the real earth. Unfortunately, errors of unaccepta-
ble magnitude may occur in computing the basic rig-
id-earth tide by usual computer programs. These er-
rors arise from faulty descriptions of the motion of the
moon by the approximate lunar theory adopted. For
example, during 4 days each in October and Novem-
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ber 1970 the error in the moon's declination computed
by the usual program exceeded 15 minutes of arc. At
some times, and at some stations, errors in the com-
puted theoretical tide as large as 1.1 gals result. A
new program of suitable accuracy and economy re-
cently has been developed and tested (Broucke et al.,
in preparation) which computes the lunar rigid-earth
tide with an accuracy of ± 0.01j.gal. At the North or
South Pole, the respective errors in the gravity tide
computed by the previous procedure (Longman,
1959) for ephemeris time November 11, 1970,
22h.4384 were —0.71, —0.73 tgal. These errors are
excessive, being about 10 percent of the useful residual
earth-tide. The respective errors at the given time by
the new program were 0.000 /.tgal, —0.001 pgal. At 14
chosen geographic check points, the standard devia-
tion of the errors of the older program was 0.75 j.tgal;
for the new program, 0.004 /.tgal. This improvement
in precision is basically important not only at South
Pole but in many modern earth-tide investigations
that seek to evaluate small residual tidal effects due to
local or regional crustal tidal deformations.

The objective of observing the earth's free vibra-
tions at the South Pole has received encouragement by
the recent success (Prothero et al., 1971) with gravi-
meters in observing free vibrations produced by earth-
quakes much smaller than the magnitude 8.2 to 8.4
great Chilean or Alaskan earthquakes. We have ana-
lyzed a short record obtained at the South Pole of the
deep Colombian earthquake of July 31, 1970, of re-
ported magnitude 6.8. In its power spectrum, the
peaks at the high frequency end, of frequency above
0.1 counts per minute, can be correlated almost with-
out exception with the pattern of free-mode frequen-
cies observed through 1968 (Derr, 1969). This earth-
quake record was obtained as part of the normal tidal
record, without special filtering or amplification in the
free-mode band. Dynamic filters have now been sup-
plied by Weber-Larson which multiply the sensitivity
about 80-fold in the free-mode band. Next season, the
gravimeters at South Pole will be equipped with such
filters in the expectation of obtaining significant ob-
servations throughout the free-mode band from earth-
quakes of moderate magnitude, which are expected
every year.
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Geomagnetic observatories
at Byrd and Pole Stations

JOHN D. WOOD

National Ocean Survey
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Geomagnetic observatory operations at Byrd and
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Stations, under the super-
vision of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration, continued in essentially the same manner
in which the stations have operated for the past
decade. Variations in declination and in the horizoi-
tal and vertical intensity components of the geomag-
netic field were recorded continuously on film. Sensi-
tivity calibrations were made regularly for the record-
ing instruments, and absolute measurements were
made at suitable intervals to provide sufficient infor-
mation to determine the intensity and direction of the
field at all times.

At Pole Station, a Ruska normal magnetograph was
operated. It is generally capable of measuring mag-
netic fluctuations in the frequency range of zero to
perhaps 20 cycles per hour. At Byrd Station we oper-
ated a similar normal magnetograph and a rapid-run
magnetograph, which extends the frequency range to
approximately 6 cycles per minute. At both stations
Ruska suspension magnetometers were used for abso-
lute declination control and proton procession, and
quartz horizontal magnetometers gave absolute intens-
ity control.

The antarctic geomagnetic data are made available
to all users, domestic and foreign, through the World
Data Center (WDC-A) for Geomagnetism, under the
direction and supervision of the Environmental Data
Service of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration. WDC-A sends copies of the data to other
World Data Centers in the Soviet Union, Denmark,
and Japan, thus making them readily available to
users throughout the world.

NOAA's primary utilization of the antarctic geo-
magnetic data is in studying the secular change rates
and distribution patterns of the geomagnetic field, and
these data have been a major contribution to the U.S.
national program in world magnetic chart compila-
tion.

Circumantarctic seismicity in 1970
JAMES F. LANDER

National Ocean Survey
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Fewer hypocenters were located in the circuman-
tarctic seismic belt in 1970 than in recent years. In all,
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